
TECHNICAL GUIDELINES
Prepress / Flexo Postprint
Foreword

The following specifications and recommendations 
provide guidance for the artwork creation for flexo direct 
printing (Postprint) and are matched to the production 
machines of the STI Corrugated GmbH. 

Especially since the variable parameters in flexographic 
printing are varying due to machine type, number and 
features of the printing stations, substrate, printing plates 
and color systems, there is no general standard like in 
Offset printing. 

For rasterized printing, the maschine-, substrate- and 
plate specific parameters are to be used for creating 
specific machine curves and colormanagement to achieve 
production like, color accurate proofs. 

Due to this, customer provided contract proofs (that are 
not made with our parameters) are always compared 
to a reference proof from the STI group to assure the 
reproduceability on the printing machines.

Guideline for data preparation/printing of

   process colors/translucent spot colors
   opaque colors
   print finishing

Due to factors that depend on machine design, such 
as register tolerances, the number of printing stations 
available and the print-technical requirements of the 
artwork, production-oriented adaptation of print data is 
indispensable in flexographic printing.

Implementation of “machine-specific” or “post-print-
compliant” photo-realistic images, technical screens, 
texts and surfaces for flexography postprint must be 
tested upfront by authorized process personnel, and the 

appropriate specifications communicated to the prepress 
department in regard to the production-related feasibility 
of the colors to be used in printing (translucent/opaque/
print sequence).

Process colors/special colors:
Just as in PSO, photo-realistic images and illustrations can 
be cprinted in the 4 process colors (yellow/magenta/cyan/
black) with regards to the repro-specifications in postprint.
However, some circumstances can make it necessary to 
avoid color hues produced from the 4-color set due to 
deviations in register and/or trapping issues and convert 
them directly into spot colors.
This can imply that an additional color must be added, 
or that for instance magenta is to be replaced by a spot 
color red.

Information on process colors, spot colors, 
opaque colors/finishing/varnish



Example with negative font

trapping
always the lighter to the darker color

Example without cutback Example with cutback

Example without trapping Example with trapping

Example with negative font

trapping
always the lighter to the darker color

Example without cutback Example with cutback

Example without trapping Example with trapping

Opaque colors: 
Instead of a translucent dilution, an opaque white is used 
for brightening opaque colors. All real metallic colors 
produced with bronze and aluminum powder (gold and 
silver powder) are also included in opaque colors. If such 
colors are used, the printing sequence and reprographical 
implementation (e.g. spreading colors without 
knockout/trapping) must always be coordinated with a 
production manager prior to data generation.

Finishing/effect colors:
Just as in sheet-fed offset printing, it is possible to realize 
many variations of print finishing within varnish (spot 
coating-matte-gloss effects/iriodin varnish/functional 
coatings) and to use effect colors (e.g. day-glo inks/ 
UV fluorescent inks/thermo-chrome colors). Here too, 
feasibility and solutions must be coordinated with the 
production manager in order to properly adapt data and 
to prepare process oriented print artwork.

Trapping:
Due to variations in production, register variations occur among print colors. To counteract them (white gaps), 
colors are spread or choked to one another.

See the example below (examples have been enlarged for clarity).

Cutback:
Cutbacks of the darker color are created for negative (knocked out) fonts and elements. Visually, 
this prevents color register off-sets from becoming visible.

See the example below (examples have been enlarged for clarity).

Characteristics of repro-setup
in consideration of register accuracy

Line thickness and Text size:
Please keep in mind not to use small lines in your layout (no „hairlines“). Also applies to typeface (fontsize).
Positive line thickness (dark line on light background): min. 0,3 mm
Negative line thickness (light lines on dark background): min. 0,3 mm
Minimum font size: 6 point.
The safe margin to cutting or folding lines has to be at least 5 mm depending on material thickness. 
Folding boxes that are produced inline need a margin of at least 10mm.



Screen ruling: 19 lines per cm Screen ruling: 65 lines per cm

Positive text outline 
for screens to 42L/cm

Negative text outline 
for screens to 42L/cm

Abb. 3

Abb. 1 Abb. 2

Abb. 4

The screen ruling indicates how many screen dots occur per length unit.
The smaller the dots are, the „rougher “ the printed image will appear. 
Depending on the subject, production machine and substrate different screen rulings are applied.

Example screen ruling (lines/cm at printing)

If you have any questions regarding these guidelines
please contact Pro Grafik in Lauterbach.

Katja Schött [teamleader Pro Grafik]
Tel: +49 6641 81-238
service.61@sti-group.com

For rougher screen rulings and thin elements (texts, pictograms) you can use outlines to achieve a better legibility.


